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Abstract 

Colbourn, C.J., A. Satyanarayana, C. Suffel and K. Sutner, Computing residual connectedness reliabil- 

ity for restricted networks, Discrete Applied Mathematics 44 (1993) 221.-232. 

We consider a probabilistic network in which the edges are perfectly reliable but the nodes fail with 

some known probabilities. The network is in an operational state if the surviving nodes induce a 

connected graph. The residual node connectedness reliability R(G) of a network G is the probability 

that the graph induced by the surviving nodes is connected. This reliability measure is very different 

from the widely studied K-terminal network reliability measure. In a recent work, the problem of 

computing the residual connectedness reliability has been shown to be NP-hard. The problem remains 

NP-hard for split graphs as well as planar and bipartite graphs. This paper presents efficient algorithms 

for computing R(G) of various restricted classes of networks. The classes that admit polynomial time 

algorithms include trees, series-parallel graphs, partial k-trees, directed path graphs and permutation 

graphs. Suppose c is a positive integer and G,,, is the collection of all graphs G on n points such that 

every induced subgraph of G on k points has maximum degree at least k-c-l. We show that R(G) is 

computable in O(n’) time. An important consequence of this result is that R(G) is efficiently computable 

whenever c is the complement of a planar graph G. 

1. Introduction 

This paper deals with a form of reliability analysis of a communication network. 

Historically, network reliability has been concerned with the problem of determining 

the probability that there is a path of operational elements from a specified point 
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to another point in the network. Recent developments in computer communication 
networks have led to an interest in more global measures and associated computa- 
tional techniques. Consequently, various reliability measures have been considered 
in the literature. For example, one of the most commonly used performance 
measures is the K-terminal reliability of a graph. Suppose G = (V, E) is a graph and 
KC V is a specified subset of V. Given that the elements (points and edges) of G 
may fail with known probabilities, the K-terminal reliability RK(G) of G is the prob- 
ability that there is some subgraph H in G such that all elements of H are opera- 
tional and all points of K lie in a single component of H. Valiant [14] showed that 
computing R,(G) in general is NP-hard. Subsequently, Provan [II] proved that 
even for planar graphs the computation of R,(G), for KC V, is NP-hard. These 
results motivated the search for the classes of graphs G which admit polynomial 
time algorithms for the computation of R,(G), for example see [4]. 

A special case of the K-terminal problem is the following K-terminal node con- 
nectedness problem: In this model, edges do not fail but the nodes that are not in 
a specified subset K do fail with known probabilities. The K-terminal node con- 
nectedness reliability of a graph G is then the probability that the surviving nodes 
of G induce a subgraph in which all nodes of K lie in a single component. Colbourn 
and AboElFotoh [I] showed that this problem also is NP-hard for general graphs 
and it remains so even for chordal graphs and comparability graphs. 

In this paper we are concerned with the following reliability problem: We consider 
graphs in which edges are perfectly reliable and the nodes fail independently of each 
other. Let p,, be the probability that node u operates; equivalently Q, = 1 -pu is the 
failure probability of node U. The network is considered to be in an operational state 
if the surviving nodes induce a connected subgraph of G. The residual node con- 
nectedness reliability of a graph G, denoted R(G), is the probability that the graph 
induced by the surviving nodes is connected. We first note that this problem is not 
a special case of the previous one; indeed it is very different from the K-terminal 
reliability problem. The K-terminal problem constitutes a hierarchical system while 
the residual connectedness problem is not. Specifically, let E be a finite set and r(E) 
be the power set of E. A system (E, Q) consists of E and a collection of operating 
states Q c r(E). A hierarchical system (E, f2) is one where Q is closed upward with 
respect to set inclusion, i.e., a superset of an operating state is an operating state. 
We say that the system is operational if the collection of operating components is 
an operating state of the system. Assuming a probability distribution Pr on T(E), 
the reliability of the system is just Pr(Q). It is easily seen that the K-terminal model 
and its special case described before are hierarchical. The residual node connected- 
ness model is not hierarchical since a supergraph of a connected graph may be dis- 
connected. 

Recently, Sutner, Satyanaranaya and Suffel 1131 showed that computing R(G) is 

NP-hard and remains so even for split graphs as well as planar and bipartite graphs. 
This paper presents efficient algorithms for computing R(G) of various restricted 
classes of networks. Suppose c is a positive integer and G,, is the collection of all 
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graphs G on n points such that every induced subgraph of G on k points has max- 

imum degree at least k - c - 1. We show that R(G) is computable in O(n2) time. An 

important consequence of this result is that R(G) is efficiently computable whenever 

G is the complement of a planar graph G. We also develop polynomial time algo- 

rithms for computing the residual connectedness reliability of trees, series-parallel 

graphs, partial k-trees, directed path graphs and permutation graphs. All of the 

algorithms developed employ dynamic programming in such a way that only poly- 

nomially many subproblems are solved. 

2. Factoring and dense graphs 

The basic paradigm is to compute residual connectedness reliability of a graph by 

expressing it as a function of the residual connectedness of smaller graphs. For this 

purpose, we introduce a simple factoring formula. For a graph G = (V, E) and a set 

SC I/ of vertices G-S is the subgraph of G induced on V-S. For a vertex u E V 

let G - u := G - {o}. G. u is the graph obtained by making all neighbours of u in G 

pairwise adjacent (i.e., forming a clique on N(o)) and then deleting u. Here N(u) 

denotes the set of vertices adjacent to u. Now we have: 

Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph in which each vertex v E V has a stated prob- 
ability pU of operating. Then the residual connectedness reliability of G, R(G), 
satisfies: 

+p,, 
( 

R(G. u)- n (1 -p,)R(G- v-N(v)) . 
w E N(o) > 

The vertex v in the last formula is called the pivot. 

Proof. A state of G not containing v is an operating state if and only if it is an 

operating state of G - u. This explains the first term in the expansion. Now consider 

an operating state S containing the pivot. The case S= {v} is accounted for by the 

second term. So suppose S contains vertices other than the pivot. Clearly S- v is 

an operating state in G. u. However, only those operating states S’ in G - v that 

contain a neighbor of v induce an operating state S’ U (v) of G; whence the last 

term. 0 

Repeated application of this result yields an immediate exponential time algorithm 

for computing R(G) for graphs in general. We show next that for certain restricted 

classes of graphs we can obtain polynomial time algorithms. 

Let c be a positive integer and define G,, be the class of all graphs G on n points 
such that every induced subgraph H of G on k points has maximum degree at least 

k-c- 1. Also set G,=U,“=, G,,. 
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It can be shown that the following greedy algorithm can be used to determine 
membership in G,, in linear time. If there is no vertex in G of degree at least 
n -c- 1 then the graph fails to be in G,,. Otherwise pick an arbitrary such vertex 
v and verify that G - v is in G,_ r,=. 

Theorem 2.2. Let c> 0 be fixed and let GE G,, with each vertex v having prob- 
ability pu of operating. Then R(G) can be computed in time 0(n2). 

Proof. Here is a recursive algorithm to compute R(G). If G contains only one vertex 
v return p,,. Otherwise choose a vertex v in G of degree at least n - c - 1 and apply 
Lemma 2.1 to G with pivot v. G. v contains a clique of size at least n - c, and hence 
has at most c vertices not in the clique. Hence applying Lemma 2.1 to G. v we can 
express its reliability as a sum of at most 2’ terms, each corresponding to a clique 
of size at most n - 1. But the residual connectedness reliability of a complete graph 
can be computed in linear time. Hence we can compute R(G. v) in linear time. Since 
G - v is in G, we can compute R(G - v) recursively. 

The running time of this algorithm is plainly 0(n2). 0 

Corollary 2.3. Residual connectedness reliability can be efficiently computed for 
complements of planar graphs, and for complements of partial k-trees for fixed k. 

Proof. A complement of a planar graph belongs to G5, since every planar graph 
has a vertex of degree at most 5 and every subgraph of a planar graph is planar. 
By the same token, every complement of a partial k-tree belongs to Gk. 0 

That complements of planar graphs can be handled efficiently contrasts with the 
#P-completeness of the problem on planar graphs themselves [ 131. Complements of 
partial k-trees with fixed k include complements of trees and series-parallel graphs; 
we see in the next section that for trees, series-parallel graphs, and their generaliza- 
tion to partial k-trees, we can also compute residual connectedness reliability effi- 
ciently. 

3. Trees and partial k-trees 

We first describe an easy algorithm for computing the residual connectedness 
reliability of a tree, then generalize it for series-parallel graphs, and finally indicate 
the general method for partial k-trees with k fixed. 

Let T= (V, E) be a tree. Arbitrarily choose a vertex r E V as the root of T. Now 
every vertex v E T has a subtree T, rooted as it, containing precisely those vertices 
whose unique path to r contains v. We define three reliability measures on a subtree: 

l Z(v) is the probability that no vertex of T, operates. 
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l R(u) is the probability that u operates and all operating vertices of T, induce 

a connected subtree. 

l C(o) is the probability that u fails but the operating vertices of T, induce a 

nonempty connected subtree. 

We initialize by setting, for each leaf f of T (f#r), the measures as follows: 

Z(f)= 1 -pff, Nf)=Pf, and C(f)=O. 
We now proceed by induction. Suppose u is a vertex for which all vertices in T, 

except u have had their measures computed, and consider the measures on the 

children ui, . . . . nd of u in T,. We compute 

z(u) = (l -PO) ii z(“i), 
i=l 

R(u) =Pu fi tztui) +R(u,))9 
i=l 

C(u)= (1 -Pu) ,i, I CRCui) + c(ui)) II z(“j) * 
j+i 1 

We claim that R(T) =R(r) + C(r) where r is the root of T. The correctness of the 

algorithm follows easily by induction. Moreover, since updating the measures at a 

vertex takes time proportional to the number of children of the vertex, the total time 

to compute R(T) is linear. 

Now we turn to a generalization of trees, series-parallel graphs. It is well known 

that series-parallel graphs are precisely partial subgraphs of 2-trees; Wald and 

Colbourn [ 151 gave a simple linear time algorithm for embedding an arbitrary series- 

parallel graph in a 2-tree, along with a reduction scheme for solving problems on 

2-trees. We employ their methods here. We first embed a series-parallel graph on 

n vertices into an n-vertex 2-tree G’, marking the added edges virtual, and the 

original edges real. 

In analogy with the process for trees, for 2-trees we eliminate vertices of degree 

2. With each edge e = (x, y), we maintain six reliability measures for the subgraph 

S, reduced onto e. When a vertex x of degree 2 is deleted, we consider the neigh- 

bours y, z of x; the subgraphs reduced onto {x, y}, {x,z} and { y,z} are taken 

together to form the new subgraph reduced onto { y, z}. The measures classify dif- 

ferent states according to the operational status of the vertices in S,: 

l oc(e) is the probability that S, induces a single connected component involving 

both x and y; 

l tc(e) is the probability that S, induces two connected components, one con- 

taining x and the other y; 

l I(e) is the probability that S, induces a single connected component, containing 

x but not y; 

l r(e) is the probability that S, induces a single connected component, containing 

y but not x; 
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l pc(e) is the probability that SC induces a single connected component, contain- 
ing neither x nor y; and 

l z(e) is the probability that SC contains no operating vertices. 

Initially, for every edge e = (x, y) of the 2-tree, SC consists solely of the 2-vertex 
subgraph induced on x and y. For a real edge, we set oc(e) =p,p,; k(e) = 0; l(e) = 

~~(1 -P,); r(e) = (1 -~,)p,; pc(4 = 0; z(e) = (1 -p,)(l -py). 
For a virtual edge, we set oc(e) = 0; k(e) =pxp,,; f(e) =p,(l -py); r(e) = (1 -p,)p,,; 

pc(e) = 0; z(e) = (1 -p,)(l -r?,). 
Using these initial values, we reduce the graph by repeatedly deleting degree-2 ver- 

tices, updating the measures as we go. Let z be a degree-2 vertex, and let x and y 
be the neighbours of z. We have previously computed measures for el =(x, z), 
e2 = (z, y) and e3 = (x, y). We compute measures for e4 = (x, y), and then delete vertex 
z and edges e, , q, e3. 

The measures for e4 are computed as follows: 

z(e4) =z(eMe2)z(e3)/(1 -PN -p,)(l -PA 

pc(e4) = bWz(e2)z(e3) +zW~de2)z@3) + z(e~)z(e2lpc(e3WU -pJl -g)(l -PA 

z(e3)%)4e2)41 -p,)(l -P~)P~ 
, 

r&4) = G3)[z(eMe2)/(1 -P,) + ~(edoc(e2Vp,l41 -P& , 

4e4) = &3Medz(e2)41 -P,) + ocW&e2)~p,l~p,(l -P,), 

W4) = ~c(e3)NeMe2)41 -P,> + W3)ode2>~pZ + oc(el)tc(e2)/p~l/PxPy y 

oc(e4) = 
oc(e3)V(eMe2)/(1 -P,) + Fc(edoc(e2) + oc(eW(e2) + oc(e~)oc(e2)l~pzl~p,p, 

t&3 )och )oc(e2)hwyPz 

These reduction rules appear to be quite complicated, but verifying their correct- 
ness is routine; one simply considers all ways in which one of the required subgraphs 
can be obtained from the combinations of the three smaller cases. Moreover, the ap- 
plication of the reduction rules requires only a constant amount of time, and hence 
the graph can be reduced to a single edge in linear time. 

The residual connectedness reliability of the original graph G can be extracted from 
the measures on the final edge e: R(G) = oc(e) + 1(e) + r(e) +pc(e). 

The extension to partial k-trees for any fixed k is easy in principle; one simply 
embeds the graph in a k-tree, and repeatedly eliminates vertices of degree k. We 
associate with each k-clique a (finite) set of reliability measures, that depend only on 
the subgraph reduced onto the k-clique thus far. We omit the details, and refer the 
interested reader to [3] for the general paradigm here. 

4. Interval and directed path graphs 

In [13], it is shown that computing residual connectedness reliability for split 
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graphs, and hence for chordal graphs, is #P-complete. Hence it is of interest to find 

large subclasses of chordal graphs that admit efficient solutions. In this context, the 

results of Section 3 show that, for fixed constant k, the chordal graphs with maximum 

clique size k admit an efficient algorithm for residual connectedness reliability (these 

graphs are all partial (k- 1)-trees). 

In this section, we examine a different class of chordal graphs, in which the relation 

between the maximal cliques is restricted. Let Tbe a rooted directed tree, with all arcs 

directed towards the root r. Let Pi, . . . , P,, be subgraphs of T that are directed paths. 

Now form a graph G on vertices ul, . . . , u,, in which ui and vj are adjacent if and 

only if Pj and Pj intersect in at least one vertex and i+j. G is a directed path graph. 
If T is itself a directed path, G is an interval graph. 

Gavril [lo] showed that directed path graphs can be recognized efficiently, and at 

the same time the tree T and paths PI, . . . , P,, representing it can be constructed. We 

use this tree representation in forming a dynamic programming method. In fact, we 

compute measures associated with the vertices of the tree T, rather than vertices of 

the directed path graph. We also consider subtrees of the tree T. For a vertex u in 

T, and each vertex w on the unique path from u to the root, we define measures as 

follows: 

l Z(u) is the probability that all paths containing any vertex of the subtree rooted 

at 0 fail. 

l S(U) is the probability that all paths containing o fail, but there exists exactly one 

component induced by the operating paths containing a vertex in the subtree rooted 

at v. 

l R(u, w) is the probability that some path containing o operates, that all operating 

paths intersecting the subtree rooted at u induce a single connected component, and 

that the closest vertex to the root on any operating path is w. 

For a directed path graph G, we choose a tree representation T and paths P,, . . . , P,, 
having the property that each path starts at a leaf of T; this is easy, since one can 

always append leaves at each interior vertex and extend each path starting the interior 

vertex to start at the leaf. 

Now to initialize the measures, for a leaf f of T, let Qr, . . . , Qd be the paths starting 

at f in nonincreasing order by length, and let pi be the operation probability of Qi. 

If any two paths have the same length, the paths are identical and can be replaced 

by a single path with suitable operation probability; hence we assume that each path 

has a different endpoint. Let wr, . . . , wd be the endpoints of the paths. Now set 

R(f, Wi) =pi fljCi (1 -Pj), and set R(f, W) = 0 if no path starting at f ends at w. Set 

S(f) = 0 and Z(f) = nf=, (1 -pi). 

Now we use the tree structure of T to apply dynamic programming to compute the 

measures for each interior vertex U, ending with the root r. Let u be a vertex of T 

having predecessors ul, . . . , II,, and suppose all measures for the predecessors have 
been computed. Let u =x,,, x1 , . . . , xk_ 1, xk= r be the unique path from u to the root 

r. NOW to compute R(o,x,), we require the probability that no path containing o 
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reaches closer to the root than u,, but at least one path reaches this far. Compute 
D(o~, m)=Z(~j) + C,“= t R(uj,X,). Then 

Essentially this says that the furthest operating path containing u reaches x, exactly 
when the furthest operating path containing any one of the predecessors of o reaches 
X Gl’ 

We also compute Z(o) = nf= t Z(o,) and 

S(u) = i 
( 

(5(0i) + R(u;, ui)) n Z(uj) 
> 

. 
i=l j+i 

When measures are computed for the root T, we take R(G) to be R(r, r) + S(r). The 
correctness again is verified by checking that all operating states are accounted for 
exactly once each. Given the tree representation, the algorithm takes O(n’) time. 

5. Cographs 

In this section, we examine a restricted class of comparability graphs. Since split 
graphs are all comparability graphs, computing the residual connectedness reliability 
remains #P-complete on such graphs [13]. Nevertheless, we are able to develop an 
efficient algorithm for computing the residual connectedness reliability of a permuta- 
tion graph (i.e., a comparability graph whose complement is also a comparability 

graph). 
First, we develop a method for a restricted class of permutation graphs, the com- 

plement reducible graphs, or cographs. A graph G is a cograph if for every induced 
subgraph H of G on two ore more vertices, either H or A is disconnected. There 
are many equivalent characterizations of cographs, e.g., a graph is a cograph iff it 
is P,-free. We use a dynamic programming strategy that is based upon the follow- 
ing characterization of cographs, see also [7]. 

A graph is a cograph if it can be obtained by finitely many applications of the 
following three rules: 

(Pl) A single vertex is a cograph. 
(P2) If G and Hare cographs, their disjoint union G U His a cograph (if G = (V, E) 

and H=(W,F) with Vfl W=0, their disjoint union is (VU W,EUF)). 
(P3) If G and H are cographs, their direct sum G + H is a cograph (if G = (V, E) 

and H= (W,F) with VO W=0, their direct sum is G U H, together with all edges 
(0, w} for u in V and w in W). 

Corneil, Per1 and Stewart in [8] give an algorithm that takes linear time in the 
number of edges to determine whether a graph is a cograph, along with the sequence 
of rules (l)-(3) that construct it. Using their representation, we can compute R(G) 
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for a cograph G in time that is linear in the number of edges as follows: 
For any cograph G, we define 

l Z(G) to be the probability that no vertex of G operates, 
l N(G) to be the probability that the operating vertices induce a single connected 

component, and 
l T(G) to be the probability that the operating vertices induce at least two con- 

nected components. 

For a single vertex u, we have Z(u) = 1 -po, N(G) =po and T(G) = 0. 
Now if G = Gr U G2, we compute 

Z(G) = Z(G,)Z(G,); 

N(G) =N(G,)Z(G,) + Z(G,)N(G,); 

T(G) = ]Z(G,) + MG,) + T(G,)IT(G) 

+ W(G) + T(WING) + UGlMG). 

Lastly, if G = Gr + G,, compute 

Z(G) = Z(G,)Z(G& 

N(G) =N(G,)Z(Gz) + Z(G&VGz) + (N(Gr) + T(G,))(N(G,) + VG,)>; 

T(G) = T(GdZ(G2) + Z(WT(G2). 

Plainly the residual connectedness reliability R(G) is just N(G). 

6. Permutation graphs 

We next treat a more general problem, for permutation graphs, and arrive at an 
0(n4) algorithm. Let 7c be a permutation of { 1,2, . . . . n}. The permutation graph 
of TI is the graph with vertex set { 1,2, . . . , n}, having edge {i,j} if and only if 
(i-j)(n(i) -x(j)) ~0. Spinrad [12] gives an O(n2) algorithm for recognizing per- 
mutation graphs; given a permutation graph G, his algorithm constructs some per- 
mutation n for which G is the permutaiton graph (there may be many choices for n). 
From here on, we compute measures based on the choice of a particular permutation 
77. 

Given a permutation rc whose permutation graph is G, we form a permutation 
diagram a follows: The entries 1, . . . , n are listed in order in two columns; i in the left 
column is connected to x(i) in the right. Now a vertex of G is a line in the permutation 
diagram, and two vertices of G are adjacent if and only if their lines cross in the 
diagram. Permutation diagrams have been used extensively in dynamic programming 
algorithms on permutation graphs [5,6,9]. Colbourn and Stewart [6] showed that 
every connected permutation graph has an induced path that dominates all vertices - 
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every vertex either lies on the path or is adjacent to a vertex on the path. We use this 
fact implicitly in the dynamic programming method to follow. We also remark on 
the similarity to computing related reliability measures such as K-terminal reliability 
with unreliable nodes and reliable edges, on permutation graphs [2]. 

Since the dynamic program is somewhat complicated, we outline the main ideas 
first. Suppose that we knew which vertices (lines in the diagram) operate, and which 
fail. Then the subgraph they induce is again a permutation graph, and it is opera- 
tional (for residual connectedness reliability) if and only if it is connected. Now sup- 
pose the subgraph is connected, and consider a vertex not on the dominating induced 
path in this subgraph; such a vertex can be removed without disconnecting the sub- 
graph, and hence its operation is irrelevant to the operation of the subgraph. Our 
strategy is to avoid considering the state of those vertices whose operation is irrelevant 
whenever possible. 

We now develop the method formally. Let {L,, . . . , L,} be the n lines of a permuta- 
tion diagram; each line Li = (Xi, _Yi) has a probability pi of operating. We call Xi the 
left endpoint of Li and denote it left(Li); _Yi is the right endpoint, denoted right(Li). 
A line L is a, b-intersecting if Ieft(L) I a or right(L) I b. 

We outline a simple algorithm for finding an induced dominating path in a con- 
nected permutation graph [6]. Find the line L having left endpoint 1. Set D = {L}. 
We now extend D repeatedly as follows. Let a be the largest left endpoint of a line 
in D, and b be the largest right endpoint. Among all a, b-intersecting lines, find the 
line A with the largest left endpoint, and the line B with the largest right endpoint. 
Now if left(A) = a and right(B) = b, every line not in D is intersected by some line of 
D. If instead left(A) = a but right(B)> b, set D= D U {B}. Symmetrically, if 
left(A) > a and right(B) = b, set D = D U {A}. It remains to consider the case when 
left(A) > a and right(B) > b. Since the first line added has left endpoint 1, and the lines 
considered are a, b-intersecting, we must have selected at least two lines. Let C be the 
last line added. There are two cases to consider: either C has right endpoint b and left 
endpoint less than a, or it has left endpoint a and right endpoint less than b. In the 
first case, we could not have selected C since the line B would have been a candidate 
and has larger right endpoint than C; in the second case, we could not have selected 
C since A would have been a candidate with larger left endpoint than C. Hence we 
conclude that in extending D by adding a line, either line A can be added, or line B 
can be added, but at least one of lines A and B is already in D. We refer to the addi- 
tion of line A as a right extension of D, and to the addition of line B as a left extension 
of D. Our choice of first line in D ensures that the addition of the second line is a 
right extension; one could equally well choose the first line to have right endpoint 1, 
and thereby guarantee that the addition of the second line is a left extension. We 
adopt the convention that in a connected permutation graph we always choose the 
addition of the second line to be a right extension; thereafter, the extensions alternate 
left and right (it is an easy exercise to check this). With this convention in mind, the 
unique dominating path found is called the left dominating path of the permutation 
graph. A key observation in this method is that we can choose the best extension 
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among all a, b-intersecting lines by choosing the one that increases the endpoints the 

most, independent of the particular structure of the set of lines already chosen in D. 

Now when lines are subject to failure, we do not know what lines form the opera- 

tional subgraph. Nevertheless, we are able to employ a similar strategy, keeping track 

of all possible extensions. For this purpose, the key observation is that one chooses 

a smaller extension only when all lines leading to larger extensions have failed. 

Using this framework, we can now develop the method for residual connectedness 

reliability. Since we make both left and right extensions, it is necessary that we not 

consider the same subgraph as a candidate for both types of extensions. Therefore, 

we define a left subgraph to be a connected induced subgraph whose left dominating 

path has at least two lines, and the last line in the dominating path is a right extension. 

A right subgraph is a connected induced subgraph whose left dominating path either 

has a single line, or the last line in the path is a left extension. Every connected induc- 

ed subgraph is either a left or a right subgraph, and since the left dominating path 

is unique, no subgraph is both. Let Left(a,x; b) be the probability that among all a, b- 
intersecting lines, the largest left endpoint of an operating line is x, the largest right 

endpoint of an operating line is b, and all operating lines induce a (connected) left 

subgraph. Let Right(a; b,x) be the probability that among all a, b-intersecting lines, 

the largest left endpoint of an operating line is a, the largest right endpoint of an 

operating line is x, and all operating lines induce a (connected) right subgraph. When 

the a, b-intersecting lines that operate meet the conditions for Left, a left extension 

may be possible by adding a line that is x, b-intersecting but not a, b-intersecting. Sym- 

metrically, when they meet the conditions for Right, a right extension may be possible 

by adding a line that is a,x-intersecting but not a, b-intersecting. We simply consider 

all ways of extending the measures for a, b to obtain measures for a, x and x, b. 
Finally, let Fin(a; 6) be the probability that among the a, b-intersecting lines, the 

largest left endpoint of an operating line is a, and the largest right endpoint of an 

operating line is b, and that all lines that are not a, b-intersecting fail. 

Initially, we place the lines in order by left endpoint, so that left(L;) = i. We set 

Right(i; O,right(L;)) to bep, n,,i (1 -p;) (i.e., among the lines with left endpoint at 

most i, the only operating one is Lj). All other measures are initially 0. 

The dynamic programming step is accomplished as follows. Consider a measure 

Left(a, x; b) and suppose that all measures for a’, b’ with a’+ b’< a + b have been ex- 

tended. In that event, the measure Left(a,x; b) cannot be affected by further exten- 

sions. Then we can consider the ways to extend the subgraph whose probability of 

occurrence constitutes Left(a,x; b). Let Qt, . . . , Q, be the lines that are x, b- 
intersecting but not a, b-intersecting, sorted by increasing order of right endpoint. Let 

Qi have right endpoint ri and probability pi of operation. If the subgraph can be ex- 

tended at all, some line from {Q;} must operate. Moreover, if line Qi operates, the 

operation or failure of Qj for j < i is irrelevant to the connectedness of the extended 

subgraph. Hence we add to Right(x; b, ri) the probability Left(a,x; b) times the pro- 

bability that all lines Qj, j> i fail but Qi operates (i.e., we add pin,,, (1 -Pj)). This 

is the probability that the furthest left extension among the operating lines has right 

endpoint ri. 
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It may happen also that all of the {Q;} fail, in which case the subgraph cannot 

be extended. In this case, we add to Fin(x; b) the probability Left(a,x; b) times the 

probability that all lines that are not a, b-intersecting fail. 

The extension from Right(a; b,x) is symmetric. 

When measures have been computed for all a, b, we sum the measures Fin(a; 6) 
over all a, b to obtain the residual connectedness reliability. Verification of correct- 

ness is routine, using the uniqueness of the left dominating path in the subgraph. 

Turning to timing, we observe that O(n3) measures are computed, and extending 

each takes O(n) time; hence the total time is O(n4). 
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